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A B S T R A C T
Distribution systems operators (DSOs) encounter the challenge of managing network losses in large geographical
areas with hundreds of secondary substations and thousands of customers and with an ever-increasing presence
of renewable energy sources. This situation complicates the estimation process of power loss, which is para-
mount to improve the network energy efficiency level in the context of the European Union energy policies.
Thus, this article presents a methodology to estimate power losses in large-scale low voltage (LV) smart grids.
The methodology is based on a deep-learning loss model to infer the network technical losses considering a large
rollout of smart meters, a high penetration of distributed generation (DG) and unbalanced operation, among
other network characteristics. The methodology has been validated in a large-scale LV distribution area in
Madrid (Spain). The proposed methodology has proven to be a potential network loss estimation tool to improve
the energy efficiency level in large-scale smart grids with a high penetration of distributed resources. The ac-
curacy of the proposed methodology outperforms that of the state-of-the-art loss estimation methods, exhibiting
a rapid convergence which allows for its use in real-time operations.
1. Introduction
Currently, one of the main challenges that distribution system op-
erators (DSOs) encounter is improving the energy efficiency of smart
grids; this entails knowing the degree of energy losses produced,
especially in low voltage (LV) distribution networks. These energy
losses include technical losses (TLs), produced by the Joule effect in
cables, and non-technical losses (NTLs) which are related to electric
fraud, meter tampering, and billing errors [1].
TLs are often computed through power flow techniques. However,
this requires perfect knowledge of the grid topology, exact information
regarding power consumption of each customer, and the power injec-
tion of each generation unit. The large deployment of smart meters in
LV distribution networks, which are being installed in many countries,
creates new possibilities for obtaining more precise information about
the energy consumed by telemetered customers. Nevertheless, this in-
formation cannot be used directly when large distribution areas are
considered. In these situations, the number of smart meter measure-
ments may become unmanageable, and executing thousands of power-
flows or state estimation algorithms in real-time is impractical.
Additionally, the presence of intermittent distributed generation (DG),
electric vehicles (EVs), or energy storage (ES) makes the evaluation of
power losses more uncertain. Moreover, in some situations, uncertainty
exists about customer network connectivity (phase or feeder), energy
demand (NTLs, non telemetered customers), or DG variability (due to
weather condition dependency), thereby limiting the application of
deterministic power flow techniques [2,3].
Several methods to estimate TLs can be found in literature where
the use of load profiles and regression analysis have been proposed for
loss estimation [4,5]. These are primarily applied to small-size dis-
tribution networks. Nonetheless, these techniques require accurate
network data information (i.e., exact knowledge about the network
topology and customer demand). Consequently, their applicability to
large-scale distribution areas is limited because accurate network data
are not always available.
Techniques based on the loss factor (LsF) methodology have been
applied in distribution networks using reduced network data informa-
tion [6,7]. LsF methods consist of computing a loss factor at re-
presentative feeders using, as inputs, the peak power demand, the
customer load profile, and the feeder length. A disadvantage of these
methods is that they ignore the existence of DG, whose presence is ever-
increasing in LV distribution networks, primarily as rooftop PV units,
and which has been demonstrated to have a relevant impact on network
losses [8]. Moreover, these techniques do not provide real-time in-
formation because they are based on peak power demands.
Depending on the DG penetration level and the spatial–temporal
correlation between load demand and DG injection, network losses can
be either reduced or increased [9,10]. This fact aggravates the process
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of network loss estimation using only, as input, the data recorded by
customers’ smart meters and by the secondary substation (SS) energy
meters. Therefore, any loss estimation method for smart grids must
consider the presence of DG to provide an accurate loss estimation.
Top-down and bottom-up approaches have been proposed in [11] to
address the lack of accurate network data in large areas. In the first step
(top-down), the different areas are clustered according to some ex-
planatory variables, and representative feeders are defined for each
cluster group. In the second stage, loss functions are obtained through
power flow equations for each representative feeder cluster. Losses for
each feeder are obtained according to the load that each feeder carries.
Notwithstanding, the method has been applied only in balanced
medium voltage (MV) distribution networks. Consequently, the appli-
cation of this methodology to unbalanced LV smarts grids would pro-
vide incorrect results.
The concept of representative feeders within a large distribution
area appears to be a potential approach to infer power loss levels in LV
networks [12,13]. The accuracy of the loss estimation will depend on
the similarity between the representative feeders (i.e., a feeder whose
properties can be extrapolated to all the feeders of the same cluster) and
the remainder of feeders belonging to that cluster [14]. A recent
overview of representative feeder works can be found in [15,16].
As distribution feeders have different topological structures and
characteristics (e.g., number of clients, line length, energy supply),
some authors have proposed the application of a clustering process to
obtain losses in a set of representative feeders [17,18]. In [17], a Fuzzy
C-Number (FCN) clustering technique is used to obtain a loss equation
by applying a cluster-wise fuzzy regression analysis. In [18], a clus-
tering-based method is presented to locate feeders that have similar
characteristics. For each cluster obtained, the main feeder is selected to
estimate the network’s technical losses. The application to large-scale
areas is achieved using an iterative process in which random feeder
parameters are selected to create new network topologies. Although the
method has been designed for LV distribution areas, it does not take
into account the unbalanced operation of these networks [19]. Conse-
quently, the loss estimation that this method provides is useful only for
balanced feeders.
Recently, machine learning techniques have also been applied to the
estimation of losses in distribution networks [20–24]. In [21], eXtreme
Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) is used to estimate statistical technical
losses of distribution feeders. The method requires both a high number
of representative feeders and a large amount of historical data to apply
the clustering feeder stage. This is an important limitation for ex-
panding its applicability to large-scale smart grids characterised by
reduced network data availability. In [25], a feedforward Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) for feeder loss analysis is proposed. Key factors
of feeder losses, such as feeder loading, power factor, feeder length, and
transformer capacity, are used as input variables to the network. The
proposed method provides accurate results but does not address the
scalability to large-scale problems. Based on the same idea, [22] de-
tailed an ANN-based model to estimate power losses in distribution and
transmission networks where DG has not been considered.
This article presents an innovative formulation for the estimation of
power losses in large geographical LV smart grids characterised by high
DG penetration and unbalanced operation. The method is built upon an
enhanced representative feeder selection process and a novel deep-
learning loss model, and it considers the network TLs in an entire
geographical area. This information will assist the DSO in determining
the variability of technical losses in large distribution areas using only
the smart meter measurements of demand customers and DG genera-
tion measurements.
The principal contributions and novelties of the presented work can
be summarised as follows:
• A novel deep learning methodology for loss estimation in large-scale
LV smart grids with a high penetration of DG.
• The proposed model considers the unbalanced operation of LV
networks. This aspect is not often considered in other literature.
• The proposed method can cope with uncertainty in the network,
energy consumption, and distribution generation production.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the estimation of power losses in
unbalanced large-scale LV smart grids using deep learning techniques
remains highly unexplored in the literature.
2. Methodology
Actual LV distribution networks are characterised by a massive roll-
out of smart metering deployment among LV residential customers
[26]. Consequently, active network losses at a certain time instant
could be expected to be easily calculated by summing all the smart
meter measurements of active imported power (consumption) and
subtracting them from the injected active power measured at the sec-
ondary substation energy meters.
Nevertheless, this intuitive scheme is only valid under the following
situations:
• All the customers are telemetered.
• There is no presence of DG.
• There is no presence of electric fraud (no illegal connections and no
manipulated metering devices).
• There are no loops, i.e., the configuration of the network is radial.
In real LV distribution networks, the majority of residential and small-
size commercial customers are telemetered, but some commercial and
industrial customers are still not telemetered because they are required
to provide energy consumption on only a monthly basis [27]. Thus, the
simple assumption of summing all demand smart meter measurements
and subtracting them from the injected power measured at the sec-
ondary substation meter is clearly unacceptable for loss estimation in
LV networks if there are non-telemetered customers.
This section provides the formulation of the proposed technical
estimation methodology for power losses in large-scale LV smart grids
which could easily be composed of hundreds of SS and thousands of
distribution feeders. Each feeder belonging to that area can have dif-
ferent topological characteristics (such as cross-section, length, and
overhead/underground configuration) and different levels of DG and
smart meter penetration, voltage unbalance, and load demand. The





5. Deep Neural Network technical losses model.
The whole process is shown in Fig. 1.
2.1. Data collection
Large LV distribution areas are characterised by high levels of
variability such as feeder properties, number and spatial location of
customers, and number and spatial location of DG units. Therefore, the
network input dataset to be applied to the deep learning model has to
be sufficiently representative to describe the nature and behaviour of
the feeders, but it also has to be reduced to prevent overfitting the deep
learning model. The more relevant characteristics of feeders are sum-
marised in Table 1, which include information regarding the level of
unbalance, the presence of DG units, the ratio of customers with smart
meters, and information regarding the physical configuration of the
feeders (length, section, configuration, etc.). Note that in total, there are
fourteen customised feeder characteristics, because characteristics with
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sub-index p are defined for each phase p a b c{ , , }.
As the majority of LV feeders have radial topology and the presence
of loops (weakly meshed topologies) is scarce, the location of the DG
units along the feeder is crucial to determine the levels of power loss
[10]. Hence, the spatial location of the DG units (X f5 ) is determined
based on the Euclidean distance (de ) between the centroid of the DG
unit coordinates and the SS coordinates. The characteristic X f5 will have
values according to Eq. (1). Depending on the value of that character-
istic, three possible situations exist: DG located at the main feeder head,
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where L denotes the length of the feeder and de is the Euclidean
distance obtained using (2):
= +d X X Y Y( ) ( )e ss ss2 2 (2)
where X Y( , )ss ss and X Y( , ) are the GPS coordinates of the SS and



















DG f DG f, ,
(3)
X Y( , )i i are the coordinates of the ith DG unit belonging to feeder f,
and NDG f, is the number of DG units connected to feeder f.
The collection of feeder characteristics can be described in
Fig. 1. DNN loss methodology.
Table 1
Properties of feeders.




Unbalance power level phase p Power ratio between power contracted by customers connected to phase p a b c{ , , } of feeder f and power contracted
by all the customers connected to the same feeder
SM
X f2 Feeder loading level Ratio between power contracted by the customers connected to the feeder f and power rating of the transformer
located in the SS from which the feeder belongs
N
X f3 Smart meters deployment Ratio between the number of telemetered customers and the total number of customers connected to the feeder N
X f4 DG penetration level Ratio between the DG power and the power demand of customers connected to the feeder N
X f5 DG spatial location Spatial-location of the DG units along the feeder using the projected Euclidean distance respect to the location of the SS N
X f6 Customers spatial location Spatial-location of the customers along the feeder using the projected Euclidean distance respect to the location of the
SS
N
X f7 Self-consumption ratio Ratio between the average energy produced by the DG unit of a customer and its average energy consumption N
















Demand SD NWD phase p Standard Deviation (SD) of the power demand of phase p a b c{ , , } of the feeder f in NWD SM






Ratio customers per phase Ratio between the customers connected to the phase p a b c{ , , } of feeder f and the total number of customers
connected to the same feeder
N
MV: Mean Value, SD: Standard Deviation, WD: Working days, NWD: Non-Working days, SM: Smart Meters Data, N: Network Data. p is the index for phases: a b c{ , , }.
Fig. 2. Characterisation of the spatial location of the DG units along the feeder.
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mathematical terms as a feeder data matrix ×X IRn p where the col-
umns are the feeder characteristics and the rows are the feeder samples








n n n p
1,1 1,2 1,
2,1 2,2 2,
,1 ,2 , (4)
2.2. Data normalisation
A normalisation process is performed to address the diverse nature
of the properties to obtain a more interpretable description of the feeder
characteristics collected and to provide the same weight to all feeder
properties [28]. For instance, the typical length of LV feeders may vary
between 50 and 500 m, while the typical phase unbalance may vary
between 0.25 and 0.35. If there is no data normalisation stage, the
phase unbalance variation will be negligible compared with the feeder
length.
The original feeder data matrix ×X IRn p is transformed into the
normalised feeder data matrix ×M IRn p by applying to each element
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• xi j, is the normalised element i j, of matrix X,
• min{ }j is the minimum value of the characteristic j, (i.e. the
minimum value of the column j of matrix X),
• max{ }j is the maximum value of the characteristic j.







n n i n p
1,1 1, 1,
2,1 2, 2,
,1 , , (6)
Note that each column of matrix M corresponds with a normalised
feeder characteristic Mj (7) of dimensions ( × n1 ), that is, the Mj vector
contains the jth characteristic of the n feeders of the LV smart grid.
= … …M x x j p( , , ) , (1, , )j j n j T1, , (7)
2.3. Features extraction
Large-scale LV smart grids can comprise hundreds of substations
and thousands of feeders; consequently, managing such a large dataset
could lead to a high computational burden and overfitting problems. In
such situations, reducing the dimensions of the problem and simulta-
neously retaining the maximum original data variability becomes ne-
cessary. One of the most well-known dimension reduction techniques is
the principal component analysis (PCA) [30], which has been used in
different applications such as finance, biology, etc. [31].
PCA is an unsupervised learning method that reduces the di-
mensionality of a correlated set of variables into a set of linearly in-
dependent uncorrelated variables (which are known as principal com-
ponents, PC), maintaining the majority of the variability existing in the
initial dataset [31]. This transformation is conducted in the sense that
the first component has the largest variance (e.g., it captures the
maximum possible variability of the initial dataset) and the second
component has the highest variance subject to the constraint that it is
orthogonal to the first component.
The objective is to determine a linear mapping given by the pro-
jection matrix ×U IRp s which transforms each row of matrix M (i.e.,
each normalised feeder observation) expressed as the vector
= … …×M x x i n[ , , ] IR , (1, , )i i i p p,1 , 1 , into a lower dimension re-
presentation, ×M IRp s (8) with dimension <s p . Each column of
matrix M is a PC.
=M U MT T (8)
The number of PCs is often selected by defining the total variability
to be captured. The number of PCs selected to capture at least a per-
centage ( ) of the cumulative variability has to fulfil (9) where kp is the
kpth eigenvalue associated and is the total number of eigenvalues of











The covariance matrix ×S IRp p (10) can be obtained by com-
puting, in the diagonal terms, the variances sj2 of each variable (column)
of matrix M and, in the off-diagonal elements, the covariances




















2.3.1. First PC ( =kp 1)
The first projection vector U1 has to be obtained by solving the
optimisation problem defined in (11) which includes the maximisation
of the quantity U SUT1 1 and the normalisation constraint =U U 1
T
1 1 .
=U SU subject to U Uargmax 1U
T T
1 1 1 11 (11)
This can be solved by using the technique of the Lagrangian mul-
tipliers, from which the Eq. (11) is converted in (12) where 1 is the
Lagrangian multiplier.
= U SU U U( 1)T T1 1 1 1 1 1 (12)
Eq. (12) can be differentiated with respect to U1, resulting in (13).
= =
U




where ×I IRp p is the identity matrix. By the definition of eigenvalues
and eigenvectors, from (13), 1 is clearly the eigenvalue of the covar-
iance matrix S, and U1 is the corresponding eigenvector. The result
obtained in (13) indicates that the first projection vector U1 will be the
eigenvector associated with the first large eigenvalue 1 of the covar-
iance matrix S.
2.3.2. Second PC ( =kp 2)
Obtaining the second PC (i.e., the second column of the reduced
feeder data matrix M ) requires the eigenvector Uk with =k 2 to be
determined, which also implies solving the optimisation problem (11)
but also includes the constraint that the projection byU2 is uncorrelated
with U1, as indicated in (14).
= =U SU subject to U U U Uargmax 1, 0U
T T T
1 1 1 1 2 11 (14)
Subsequently, the procedure of Lagrangian multipliers is followed to
obtain U2, but in this case, there are two constraints to consider; thus,
two multipliers must be defined as indicated in (15).
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= U SU U U µ U U( 1) ( )T T T2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 (15)
Differentiating (15) with respect to U2 results in (16).
= =
U
SU U µ U0 02
2
2 2 2 2 1 (16)
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (16) by U T1 results in (17).
= =U SU U U µ U U µ( ) ( ) 0 0T T T1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 (17)
The first and second terms of Eq. (17) are zero due to the zero-corre-
lation constraint. The third term is the unity due to the normalisation
constraint. Therefore, this results in =µ 02 , which enables us to rewrite
the Eq. (16) into a reduced form (Eq. (18)), where 2 is concluded as the
second projection vector and U2 is the eigenvector associated with the
second large eigenvalue of the covariance matrix S.
= =
U




2.3.3. Subsequent PCs ( >kp 2)
As a result, the subsequent projection vectors Ukp = …kp s( 3, , )
could be obtained as each eigenvector associated with the kpth large
eigenvalue kp of the covariance matrix S.
2.4. Feeder clustering
In this stage, the n feeders from the target large-scale LV smart grids
are partitioned into a reduced number of feeder groups (i.e., clusters),
where feeders belonging to the same cluster are similar [32]. Subse-
quently, from each feeder cluster, a representative feeder is selected as
the closest to the centroid of that cluster.
Table 2 summarises a comparison between the most extended al-
gorithms of each clustering technique where k is the number of clusters,
s is the dimension of the reduced observation vector (columns of matrix
M), n is the number of samples (rows of matrix M), and is the number
of iterations of the Expectation–Maximisation (EM) algorithm.
According to [13] the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and im-
proved K-means++ are suitable candidates for clustering feeders with
many feeder characteristics. Nevertheless, GMM is characterised by a
higher computational complexity in comparison with K-means++.
Therefore, in this paper, the n feeders gathered in the reduced feeder
data matrix M are clustered using the K-means++ algorithm, using the
uncorrelated s PCs obtained in the PCA analysis 2.3.
2.4.1. Clustering algorithm
The K-means++ algorithm partitions the dimension-reduced feeder
data matrix ×M IRn sof feeder characteristics (which have observa-
tions of n feeders and s PCs) into k separated subsets (i.e., feeder
clusters) = … …C c c r k{ , , }, (1, , )r n1 r . K-means++ has two steps: the
initialization of the centroids and the assignment step.
1. Centroid Initialisation: The location of the k centroids are selected
as follows:
(a.1)Random selection of the rth cluster’s centroid, =c c*r i(0) where
c Mi is selected from the feeder data points that compound the
feeder PCs.
(a.2)Computation of the Euclidean distance between each
feeder data point and the centroid =c c c c( , * ) *i r i r(0) (0) 2.
(a.3)Updating of the centroid +c *r 1(0) as the one with the highest
probability according to (19).







(a.4)Repeat (a.2) and (a.3) until k centroids have been selected.
2. Assignment step: After the initialisation of the centroids, each
feeder data point is assigned to the closest centroid cluster by
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Subsequently, the initial cluster set is updated by recalculating the













The Assignment step (20)–(21) is repeated q times until the change
in all c *r q( ) is sufficiently small as indicated in (22).
…c c r k* * , (1, , )r q r q( ) ( 1) (22)
2.4.2. Clustering evaluation
Two indices can be used to evaluate whether a feeder sample has
been appropriately associated with the right cluster: the Silhouette and
the Global Silhouette (GS) indices. The Silhouette index is a coefficient
that quantifies the similarity of the object (in this case, a feeder sample)
with the remainder of the elements of the group belonging to its own
cluster (in this case, the feeder group) [33]. The values that can adopt
the Silhouette range from 1 (low relation) to + 1 (high relation).




c b c a c
max a c b c
a c
b c
i n( ) ( ) ( )
{ ( ), ( )}
1 ( )
( )
(1, , )i i i
i i
i
i b c a c( ) ( )i i (23)
where
• a c( )i is the average distance between the feeder sample ci and all the
other feeders belonging to the same cluster.
• b c( )i is the smallest average distance between feeder sample ci and
all the others feeders in all clusters. Notice that for >b c a c( ) ( )i i Eq.
(23) can be reduced.
Table 2
Clustering techniques and performance comparison.
Technique Algorithm Time Complexity Scalability Large datasets Outliers sensitivity Noise sensitivity
Hierarchical BIRCH O n( ) High Yes Low Low
Hierarchical CURE O n log n( ( ))2 High Yes Low Low
Hierarchical ROCK O n( )2 Intermediate No Low Low
Partition-based K-means++ O log k( ( )) Intermediate Yes High High
Partition-based K-medoids++ O k n k( ( ) )2 Low No Low Low
Partition-based CLARANS O n( )2 Intermediate Yes Low Low
Distribution-based GMM O s( )3 Intermediate Yes – –
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Feeder sample ci would have a Silhouette index value c( )~1i , if
b c a c( ) ( )i i , which implies that the feeder sample is poorly related
with it neighbouring clusters, so the clustering configuration is appro-
priated. On the contrary, if the Silhouette index value is c( )~ 1i ,
then the feeder sample is likely to belong to a neighbouring feeder
cluster; thus the clustering requires revision. Finally, c( )~0i indicates
that the feeder sample ci is on the border of two neighbouring clusters.
The Global Silhouette index is used to evaluate the quality of the
feeder clustering process (24). The GS index is based on the Silhouette
index and provides a general sense of the quality of the clustering















where nr is the number of feeders belonging to the cluster
…C r k, (1, , )r .
2.4.3. Representative feeder selection
When the appropriate clusters have been obtained, the re-
presentative feeders, denoted by cr are selected as the feeder sample
closest to the centroid within each feeder cluster via the minimum
Euclidean distance to the centroid cr , which is described in (25).
= …c argmin c c r k{ }, (1, , )r c C i r 2i r (25)
Note that the representative feeder cr , selected from the cluster Cr ,
evaluates the power losses from the set of feeders belonging to that
cluster.
In this paper, an average Euclidean distance factor r is used as a
weighting factor to extrapolate the representative feeder to the re-
mainder of the feeders inside the cluster Cr to address the differences
between the representative feeder cr and the different feeders belonging
to that cluster c Ci r (as is illustrated in Fig. 3). This factor is based on
the Euclidean distance from each feeder to the reference feeder, in the
cluster, according to (26).
= …
=n







3. Deep neural network loss model
Recently, a new group of machine learning models has been applied
in the analysis of power systems [20,34,35]. The application of these
techniques has emerged due to the increasing amount of data available
and the increasing number of requirements related to real-time opera-
tion. Moreover, these models can reveal hidden insights in the data
generated in the power network, which is something that traditional
approaches cannot provide.
Power loss estimation can be classified as a regression task; conse-
quently, the machine learning models suited for that purpose are
Decision Trees and Neural Networks [36]. In the first group, the most
widely used models are Random Forest and Gradient Boosting models,
which produce accurate results but are slow for real-time operation
[37]. In the second group, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) capture
complex non-linear relationships (such as power loss estimation) and
represent a compromise between accuracy and performance. DNNs are
computing systems inspired by the biological neural networks that
constitute human brains and are classified as supervised machine
learning. Without any prior knowledge, they automatically identify the
input to provide a specific output depending on the training received
[38].
DNNs can be Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs) if the data flow
from the input layer to the output layer and backward again, or
Feedforward Neural Networks (FNNs) where the data flows in only one
direction from the input layer to the output layer. FNNs are multi-
purpose, offering high performance and accuracy; hence, they are se-
lected for power loss estimation.
3.1. DNN architecture
The DNN-based power loss model proposed in this paper is illu-
strated in Fig. 4. The model can be described physically as a collection
of nodes called artificial neurones, which are the basic units of com-
putation. These neurones are interconnected by weighted links called
edges. The input layer Lin receives the data input vector denoted by ,
which comprises the representative demand and generation conditions
of the whole LV distribution area, through the scaled demand and
generation patterns of the representative feeders cr . The output layer Lo
provides the model output, , which represents the total technical
losses of the large-scale LV distribution area. Between the input and
output layers are multiple hidden layers, …k h(1, , ), with h being the
number of hidden layers, each one containing nk number of neurones.
Moreover, to avoid overfitting (when the model performs so closely
to the training data but fails with new data), some of the neurones of
the model must be cancelled (i.e.: no output). This is achieved using the
dropout technique.
3.2. Selection of the DNN hyper-parameters
A critical part of the modelling of the DNN is the selection of the
DNN control parameters to characterise the model structure and per-
formance. These control parameters are known as hyper-parameters
and their configuration is crucial to the performance of the deep
learning model. In deep learning models, determining the best config-
uration for hyper-parameters is not trivial [39]. In this paper, the grid
search strategy is adopted to tune the hyper-parameters of the deep
learning model because it is the method that provides the optimal
combination of hyper-parameters [39].
The following hyper-parameters are defined for the deep learning
power losses model:
• Number of hidden layers, h: Large Deep Neural Networks are likely to
obtain better results because the model has more opportunities to
learn independent representations.
• Number of neurones per hidden layer, nk: A large number of neurones
per hidden layer increase accuracy but, if the number is too high, it
may cause the model to overfit. By contrast, a few neurones per
hidden layer may cause the model to under-fit.
• Dropout, : This is a regularisation technique to avoid overfitting
which consists of cancelling some neurones of the hidden layers
[40]. A widely-used good starting point is the cancellation of 20% of
the hidden neurones. Cancelling a low number of neurones produces
a minimal effect, while cancelling a higher number of neurones may
cause the model to under-train.
• Learning rate, : This a coefficient to control how the model changes
depending on the error response, as the weights of the deep learning
model are updated based on that error.
• Weights initialisation, w w{ (0), (0)}i j i j, , : The weight initialisation
scheme depends on the activation function selected. In this paper, aFig. 3. Feeder cluster representation.
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sigmoid function is selected; hence, in general, w (0, 1)i j, . The
lower bound of the minimum weight can be defined randomly as
w (0) (0, 0.5)i jmin, . Meanwhile, the upper bound of the maximum
weight can be defined randomly as w (0) (0.5, 1)i jmax, .
• Number of epochs, : This is the number of times that the complete
training dataset is offered to the model in the training stage. The
number of epochs must be increased until the validation accuracy
decreases.
• Batch size, : This is the number of training samples used as inputs to
the model before the edge weights are updated. The training dataset
can be divided into one or more batches. If the dataset is not divided
evenly, some samples could be ignored.
3.3. DNN data input
As the entire set of feeders belonging to the large-scale LV dis-
tribution area has been separated into feeder clusters, the daily re-
presentative patterns (RPs) for the power demand and generation (DG)
of each feeder cluster must be defined and used as input to the deep
learning loss model. Note that power generation from the DG is inter-
mittent and highly stochastic, imposing uncertainties in the power
generation in each feeder clusters. Moreover, the load variability and
existence of non-telemetered customers add more uncertainty to the
power demand. Consequently, because of the existing uncertainties in
both the power generation and load, variability is modelled in this
paper with consideration to probabilistic techniques where the statis-
tical properties of the uncertain variables are modelled using prob-
ability distribution functions (PDFs) based on the available historical
data using Monte Carlo simulations and Kernel Density Estimation
techniques [41].
Fig. 5 illustrates the process of scaling each daily aggregated pattern
(AP) of each representative feeder to obtain the daily RPs of each feeder
cluster. Therefore, the model input vector, , defined in (27), re-
presents the representative demand and generation conditions of the
entire LV distribution area at an instant of time, t. Specifically,
contains the daily RPs of the demand d and generation g for each
feeder clusters in which the entire set of feeders has been separated.
= …[ ]d g d k g k T,1 ,1 , , (27)
Each demand and generation RP is obtained from the daily ag-
gregated pattern of the representative feeder, denoted as p t( )d r, (28) for
demand and p t( )g r, (29) for generation, scaled to the entire feeder
cluster using the extrapolation factor r defined previously in (26).
= …p t r k( ), (1, , )d r r d r, , (28)
= …p t r k( ), (1, , )g r r g r, , (29)
Note that the existing uncertainty in both demand and generation is
considered in this paper through the daily aggregated patterns (demand
and DG) of each feeder cluster. The daily aggregated pattern demand
p t( )d r, is the aggregation of the active power demand of all the custo-
mers connected to the reference feeder. Meanwhile, the daily ag-
gregated pattern generation p t( )g r, is the aggregation of the active
power generation of all the DG units connected to the reference feeder.
Therefore, the model input vector ×IR k2 1represents the demand
and generation conditions, at the instant of time t, of the whole LV
distribution area organised in k2 RPs.
3.4. DNN output
The DNN model output IR(which constitutes the output layer),
corresponds to the total technical power loss ploss T, of the whole large-
scale LV smart grids as indicated in (30) and it is obtained as the result
Fig. 4. DNN power loss model.
Fig. 5. Schematic process for obtaining the daily representative patterns.
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of a mapping function N of the model configuration (edge weights
matrix) with the model input vector .
= = p( , )N loss T, (30)
represents the edge weighting matrix in such a way that the matrix
element j k( , ), denoted by wj k, represents the weight associated with the
edge that connects the jth neurone with the kth neurone. The pre-
decessor neurones of kth neurone are defined as those that are con-
nected to it but that are placed in the previous layer. The set of pre-
decessor neurones of the kth neurone is denoted as n k, , where ne k, is the
number of predecessor neurones of the kth neurone.
Each neurone of the model receives real-valued signals from pre-
decessor neurones and produces a new real-value activation signal
which is re-sent through the output edges of each neurone, as illustrated
in Fig. 6.
The kth neurone ( k) processes the signal z( )k defined in (31), which
is the sum of the outputs of the ne k, predecessor neurones o( )j multiplied
by the corresponding edge weights w( )j k, plus a bias factor b( )k , which
controls the activation process.
= +z w o bk
j
j k j k,
n k, (31)
Subsequently, the output of the kth neurone, defined as o( )k , is cal-
culated using the activation function f z( ) (0, 1)k as indicated in (32).
Although a wide collection of activation functions are available in the
machine learning literature (e.g., linear, piecewise-linear, threshold,
hyperbolic tangent or sigmoid [42]), the sigmoid function has been








(0, 1)k k zk (32)
3.5. Model training
Model training consists of adjusting the edge weights of matrix
by using a training dataset in such a way that the trained model per-
forms satisfactorily; when provided with a batch of input data (de-
mand and generation), the model provides a power loss output ploss T,
( )
that is close enough to the target power loss output ploss T,
( ) of the large
area.
This paradigm used to train the model is called supervised learning
[43]. With this method, the active power loss output obtained from the
input demand and generation conditions will implicitly contain in-
formation about the problem domain, which in this case, is the power
flow relations [44].
The most widely used technique to update the edge weights of the
model is Back-Propagation (BP) [38], which is a gradient descent-based
algorithm that enables the model to be trained to perform a specific task
through the calculation of the edge weights values. BP can minimise the
overshooting as the gradient get shallower. In this case, BP minimises a
loss function denoted by using gradient descent. The selection of the
loss function depends on both the learning paradigm (supervised, un-
supervised, or reinforcement) and the selected activation function [42].
A widely-used loss function in supervised learning is the mean-
squared error which consists of minimising the average squared error
between the output power losses ploss T,
( ) and the target power losses
ploss T,
( ) for the scenario as indicated in (33).
= =
=








where is the batch size, i.e., the number of samples that are used until
the matrix weights are updated as indicated in (34).
= + =w w t w t
w
w1 ( ) ,i j i j i j
i j




where is the learning rate and t is a time discrete parameter that
indicates the iteration step. The learning rate hyper-parameter in-
fluences the speed and quality of learning. Its adjustment is funda-
mental, as a high value can boost the learning process, but the risk of
obtaining suboptimal solutions increases. However, too-low values can
lead to a more accurate result at the expense of longer training op-
erations.
Eq. (34) reveals that the sign of the gradient ( w/ i j, ) indicates
how the error varies. The learning process can be regulated through the
value of , ensuring that the model learns from the data minimizing the
influence of outliers and/or noise.
The model training algorithm comprises the following steps:
1. Weight matrix initialisation: Initially ( =t 0), all the edge weights
w t( )i j, of the weighting matrix t( ) are randomly assigned as in-
dicated in (35).
t U w w( )~ ( (0), (0))i j i j, , (35)
where U (•) is the uniform distribution, and w (0)i j, is the lower
bound for the initialisation of the weights, and w (0)i j, is the upper
bound.
2. Propagation of errors: The first batch of input samples ( )(demand
and generation), =n 1, is sent to the model and propagates forward
through the sequential layers until it reaches the output layer, where
the corresponding output power losses p t( )loss T,
( ) are obtained. This
sequence of output power losses is compared with the target power
losses ploss T,
( ) (by power flow solutions) and the mean-squared output
error o t( , ) is computed using (36).
=
=













The output error is backward-propagated from the output layer to
the previous layers to obtain the error of the hidden layer
…L k h, (1, , )k , defined as k
t( , ), which reflects the contribution of
that layer to the output error. This is calculated by the product
between the output error and column
= …W t t w t w t( ) ( ) [ ( ), , ( )]k k n k T1, ,k (nk is the number of neu-
rones of layer Lk) of the edge weight matrix t( ) corresponding to
the hidden layer h as indicated in (37).
= …W t k h( ) , (1, , )k
t
k o
t( , ) ( , ) (37)
The error of the hidden layer, k
t( , ), is a column vector ( ×n 1k )
which contains the error contribution of each neurone of the hidden
layer.
3. Gradient descent search: The gradient of the loss function (which is
the slope of the loss function with respect to the edge weight value)
is obtained by applying the chain rule to Eq. (33), resulting in Eq.
(38) [45].
Fig. 6. Data communication between sequential layers.
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• = …O o o[ , , ]k n1 k is the vector of a neurone’s outputs of the layer Lk,• Ink is a unit vector of size ( × n1 k).
4. Weights matrix update: The weights are updated using gradient des-
cent with consideration to a learning rate . The updated edge
weights column +W t( 1)k of layer Lk is calculated as (39).
+ = …W t W t
W t
k h1 ( )
( )
, (1, , )k k
k (39)
5. Output recalculation: When the entire weighting matrix +t( 1)
has been updated for the first batch, the next batch of samples
( =N 2v ) is sent to the model and is propagated through it, obtaining
a new sequence of output power loss values. The output ends when
the difference between the actual error and the previous error is
















( , 1) ( , )
( , 1) ( , ) (40)
3.6. Training dataset
The training dataset is composed of a sequence of known inputs
(i.e., known demand and generation conditions for each representative
feeder) and a sequence of known outputs (i.e., the corresponding power
losses associated with those demand and generation conditions) which
are calculated through power flows [46].
Both input and output training sets constitute the training dataset
T as indicated in (41).









A cross-validation (CV) procedure is applied to asses the perfor-
mance of the trained model [47]. In the machine learning field, CV is
often commonly performed at the same time in data pipelines as hyper-
parameter tuning, which is the process of selecting the values for a
model’s hyper-parameters that maximise the accuracy, , of the model









where pLoss T, is the value of active power loss estimated by the DNN
model and ploss T, is the known active power loss value obtained by
power flow solutions (balanced/unbalanced).
The tunning process of the model hyper-parameters involves de-
termining the combination of model hyper-parameter values that pro-
duce the most accurate model (maximizing ). To this end, a collection
of nhp different candidate values is defined for each hyper-parameter
(Table (3)). For instance, for the particular case of the hyper-parameter
”number of hidden layers h”, its candidate values are uniformly dis-
tributed between a minimum of two hidden layers and a maximum of
twenty hidden layers.
The optimal number of epochs, , is selected by applying the ”early
stopping” technique which consists of increasing the number of itera-
tions for training the model as long as the accuracy ( ) continuously
increases.
Validation is well known to be often performed by dividing the data
into training, test, and validation sets [49]. However, in some cases, this
strategy leads to suboptimal hyper-parameters [50]. In this paper, the
-Fold technique is used, which has been observed to produce a more
accurate model because the variability of the dataset is completely
considered. This technique consists of splitting the training dataset into
subsets as follows:
• Initially, split 1 is formed by one test fold (Fold 1), subsets
( =K 1), and the remaining subsets are used as training dataset
= …K (2, , ). The nhp
nhp hyper-parameter combinations are explored
for the training dataset to determine the most accurate model. This
is performed by building a model with each hyper-parameter com-
binations, and then training the model with the training dataset of
split 1. Each model is tested with the test dataset (Fold1), ob-
taining the power loss accuracy given by (42). From all the hyper-
parameter combinations, the one that is selected produces the
highest accuracy. The optimal hyper-parameter combination values,
denoted by (1), are retained and the process continues with the next
split, split 2.
• In split 2, the next fold is taken as test dataset =K 2 and the first
fold and the remainder are included in the training dataset
= …K (1, 3, , ). For this split, the grid search operation is repeated
to obtain the second hyper-parameter combination values (2) that
produce the most accurate model.
• The process is repeated with the upcoming splits until split ,
obtaining hyper-parameter combination values associated with
accuracy values.
• From those accuracy scores, the optimal hyper-parameter combi-
nation is selected as the combination that provides the highest
power loss accuracy . The process is illustrated in Fig. 7.
Note that the selection of the number of -folds is not apparent.
The aim is that the number of -folds must be selected in such an order
as to be statistically representative of the problem to solve. A value of
=4 is very typical in the field of applied machine learning [51].
4. Case study
In this section, the proposed methodology for power loss estimation
has been applied to an existing large-scale LV smart grid. The LV dis-
tribution area under investigation is located in Madrid (Spain) and the
principal characteristics are indicated in Table 4. The distribution area
is composed of 147 SS with 1,256 feeders (so =n 1265). There are
30,429 residential and commercial customers with a total contractual
power of 546 MW. In this area, the contractual DG penetration level is
55% and they are based primarily on rooftop PV panels, which are the
typical DG source in the Madrid region. The average smart meter de-
ployment is 88%, which provides hourly measurements from tele-
metered customers. The hourly power demand is modelled as a sto-
chastic Markov process, as detailed in [27], to consider the connection
on non-telemetered customers. From the utility company, the average
power phase unbalance due to the unevenly distributed single-phase
customers has been observed to be 13.8%. The geographical area cor-
responds to a whole metropolitan ZIP code which covers 605 ha.
Table 3
Candidate values of the hyper-parameters’ model for -fold process.
Hyper-parameter Candidate values
No. Hidden Layers (h) 2 3 5 10 20
No. Hidden neurones (nh) 4 6 8 12 16
Dropout ( ) 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.25 0.5
Learning rate ( ) 1e−6 1e−4 1e−3 1e−2 1e−1
Batch size ( ) 0.1 0.25 0.5 1.0 2
Upper edge-weight w (0)i j, 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Lower edge-weight w (0)i j, 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
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4.1. Selection of the dataset
Note that the whole area offers wide variability in many parameters,
such as feeder properties, customer and DG variability, smart meter
deployment, and phase unbalanced.
For that reason, the dataset must be selected to represent a high
network diversity but focus on the more relevant information from the
point of view of network power losses. Fig. 8 shows the histograms of
the p feeders characteristics (according to Table 1), and the PDF is
indicated with a red line. The feeder characteristics can be observed to
follow three different PDFs:
• The characteristics related to power consumption
(X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X
, , , , , , , , , , ,
, ,
a b c a b c a b c a b
c a b
1, 1, 1, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 11, 11,
11, 12, 12,
,
and X c12, ) present a Gaussian distribution.
• Meanwhile, the characteristics related to feeder properties
(X X X X, , ,2 4 7 8 and X13) are left-skewed.
• The other characteristics such as smart meter penetration (X3), DG
spatial distribution (X5), and customers per phase X X X( , , )a b c14, 14, 14,
are right-skewed.
From Fig. 8, the following conclusions can be deduced:
• Phase A is observed to be more loaded than the other phases.
Consequently, the large LV distribution area is characterised by an
unbalanced operation X X X( , , )a b c1, 1, 1, .
• The feeder loading level characteristic X2 varies from 5 to 75%,
which means that some feeders are heavily loaded (75% of the
power rating of the transformer), and others have singnificantly
reduced loading (5% of the power rating of the SS transformer). The
histogram reveals that the PDF is tilted to the left side. Thus, the
power contracted by the customers is located primarily between 10
and 50% of the power transformer rating (because the feeder load
level is defined as the ratio between power contracted and the
power rating of the SS transformer).
• The smart meter deployment (characteristic X3) varies from a
minimum of 55% to the maximum, which is 100%.
• The DG penetration level, which corresponds to the characteristic
X4, is tilted to the left in such a way that the majority of the feeder
has a DG penetration of 50% (ratio between power peak installed
and power contracted). Related to this, the self-consumption ratio
(X7) indicates that over half the feeders have a self-consumption
ratio less than or equal to 50%.
• The spatial distribution of DG units, X5 units, and customer’s X6 are
very close because the DG facilities are often allocated at the same
customer’s connection point (PV rooftop facilities).
Fig. 9 shows the correlation matrix of the feeder characteristics. The
feeder characteristics related to load unbalance can be observed to be
correlated positively (X Xa b1, 1, ) and negatively (X Xb c1, 1, ), which
means that when more loading is added to one phase, it is reduced the
loading at other phases. Otherwise, the phases will be balanced.
The feeder characteristics (X X2 3) and (X X7 13) are also posi-
tively correlated. Because smart meter installation are mandatory in
Spain smart for customers with contracted power equal to or less than
15 kW, highly loaded feeders are expected to be prone to have custo-
mers with higher contracted power. In addition, note that highly loaded
Fig. 7. -fold cross-validation and hyper-parameter tuning procedure.
Table 4
Case study data.
Case study property Value
Geographical Area Covered (ha.) 605
No. Secondary Substations (No. SS) 147
No. Customers (three phase, single-phase)* 30429
No. Feeders (n) 1256
Power Contracted (MW) 546
Accumulated feeder Length (km) 273
Max. (PV-based) DG-presence level (%) 55
Aver. Smart Meter penetration level (%) 88
Aver. Power Phase Unbalance (%) 13.8
Aver. Ratio Customers/SS 207
Aver. Ratio Customers/Feeder 24
Network Type 100% Urban
Cables Material 100%Aluminium
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feeders presented high correlation self-consumption ratios.
4.2. Data normalisation
Fig. 8 indicates that some feeder characteristics provide very high
values (X12) and others present small (X6). A normalisation process is
performed to give the same weight to all feeder characteristics. In this
case, the feeder characteristics are normalised to vary in the range from
0 to 1. The box plot of each normalised feeder characteristic is obtained
and is shown in Fig. 10. Each box plot indicates the median value (red
medium vertical line in the box) and the inter-quartile range defined by
the upper limit, indicating the 75% percentile (Q3) and the lower limit,
indicating the 25% percentile (Q1). Moreover, extremes values are
shown and are considered outliers. Note that the normalisation process
maintains the statistical behaviour of the feeder characteristics, en-
abling the comparison between them. The feeder properties that exhibit
a clear normal distribution (i.e., X X,a b1, 1, , and X c1, ) have the inter-
quantile range around the median zero. The feeder characteristics that
have skewed statistical behaviour maintain the majority of the feeder
samples in the extremes (for instance, DG penetration level X4).
Because some of the feeder characteristics are correlated (Fig. 9), a
Fig. 8. PDFs and histograms of the feeder characteristics.
Fig. 9. Correlation matrix of the feeder’s characteristics.
Fig. 10. Boxplots of the normalised feeder characteristics.
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feature extraction process is performed to obtain a reduced set of un-
correlated feeder features. This is achieved through PCA analysis, as
was explained in Section 3.3. The objective of the PCA is to capture the
maximum data variability using a reduced number of uncorrelated
variables. The PC projections are selected using (9). Fig. 11 shows the
cumulated variability captured by each principal component. The first
PC ( =s 1) is observed as capable of capturing 53% of the data varia-
bility in the original feeder characteristics. However, this percentage
increases if the second projection PC ( =s 2) is added. The first and
second PCs together capture up to 79% of the data variability of the
original feeder characteristics. Increasing the number of PC projections
can be observed to not notably increase the capture of data variability
( 10% each additional PC projection added).
Consequently, for this case, the PCA analysis enables the reduction
of the normalised feeder data matrix to the two-dimensional feeder data
matrix, considerably reducing the computational burden but main-
taining up to 79% of the original data variability.
4.3. Clustering and representative feeder selection
The =n 1256 feeders of the two-dimensional feeder data matrix
×M n s are classified into feeder clusters through the K-means++ pro-
cedure explained in Section 2.4. The selection of the optimal number of
feeder clusters k is not always straightforward but emanates from a
compromise between a reduced number of clusters and a large value of
the GS. The K-means++ algorithm has been executed 1,000 times using
different initial centroid seeds.
Fig. 12 shows the evolution of the GS index as the number of
clusters increases (red line), and the percentage of “variance explained”
(blue line), which is calculated using the F-test [52]. Note that for =k 2
clusters, a maximum value of ==GS 0.48k 2 is achieved. However, the
percentage of “variance explained” by two clusters is very low (40%).
Consequently, a compromise value of =k 4 feeder clusters provides a
good percentage of ”variance explained” [52] and a good GS value
[12,13].
Fig. 13.a) shows the scatter plot of the feeder data for each of the
=k 4 feeder clusters. Within each feeder cluster, a representative
feeder cr is selected as the feeder closest to the centroid’s cluster. Fi-
nally, Fig. 13.b) shows the silhouette index value (23) for the selected
clustering configuration (i.e., =k 4 feeder clusters). The vertical red
line indicates the silhouette index value for the selected clustering
configuration. The figure indicates that only a few feeder samples are
below the zero limit.
Table 5 shows the Euclidean distance factor r (used to each re-
presentative feeder input in the model) and the number of feeder
clusters assigned to each cluster.
4.4. Model training
The deep learning loss model presented in this paper has been
trained and validated using the Python programming language and the
scikit-learn library [53]. The training dataset T has been syn-
thetically produced using the smart meter data of the Spanish large-
scale LV distribution area gathered over the period from 2014–2018
with a time resolution of 10 min. Moreover, the generation data from
each of the DG units for the same period is also available.
For each reference feeder, a collection of APs for the demand and
generation has been synthetically created based on yearly smart meter
measurement data. These consist of estimating the PDFs of both the
demand and distributed generation using the Kernel Density Estimation
method for each representative feeder. The PDFs obtained exhibit a
shape similar to the Gaussian distribution but with considerable
asymmetry, in the form of positive skew (tilted left). From the PDFs
obtained for each representative feeder, the first and second statistical
moments (expected value and the variance) are sampled in a Monte
Fig. 11. Cumulated variability captured by the principal component of the PCA
analysis.
Fig. 12. Selection of the optimal number of clusters.
Fig. 13. Feature extraction and clustering results: (a) Scatter plot of the feeder
clusters obtained through first and second PCs, (b) Silhouette index value plot
for =k 4 feeder clusters.
Table 5
Euclidean distance factor per feeder cluster and the number of feeders per
cluster.
Representative Feeder cr Euclidean distance factor
r
No. feeders per cluster
nr
=r 1 1.43 314
=r 2 1.64 287
=r 3 1.75 345
=r 4 1.82 310
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Carlo process. The standard deviation is used instead of the variance
(obtained as the square root of the variance) for dimensional analysis.
Subsequently, with every expected value and standard deviation sam-
ples, an aggregated pattern is formed for each representative feeder.
The expected value represents the demand-generation trend value of
the aggregated pattern (µ(•)), while the standard deviation ( (•)) re-
presents the uncertainty component level. A large number of synthetic
APs > 1000 are produced using this process. Consequently, these de-
mand and generation APs represent the aggregation of all the customers
connected to the reference feeder (in the case of demand APs), and the
aggregation of all the DG units connected to the reference feeder (in the
case of generation APs).
Moreover, the variability of demand and generation throughout the
year (seasons, working days, holidays, etc.) are considered by dis-
criminating the synthetically produced APs for the winter and summer
seasons and for working-days (WD) and non-working days (NWD)
(holidays and weekends), as indicated in Table (6).
Each scenario has been simulated in every representative feeder,
and the corresponding active power losses have been obtained by sol-
ving a power flow problem (balanced/unbalanced) (Fig. 14) [46].
Fig. 15 shows a daily sample of the training data produced.
4.5. Model Validation
For the -fold cross-validation procedure, a number of = 4 folds
have been selected to split the training dataset [51]. Table 7 shows the
hyper-parameter values associated with the highest accuracy score
trajectories obtained. The model with the higher accuracy corresponds
to -Fold 1, where the architecture of the model consists of four layers:
the input layer has eight input signals (aggregated demand and
aggregated generation for each cluster); the first hidden layer has six
neurones; the second hidden layer has four neurones; and, finally, the
output layer generates the total power losses of the large-scale area. A
predominant batch size of 240 can be observed to provide the model
with the highest accuracy. The final architecture is shown in Fig. 16.
4.6. Model results
When the deep learning loss model has been trained and validated,
it can be applied for the estimation of the technical losses in the large-
scale LV smart grid for a 24-h period with a resolution of 10 min. Fig. 17
shows the loss estimation on a daily basis for the whole large area.
Fig. 17a) shows the aggregated power demand, Fig. 17b) shows the
aggregated power generation from the PV-based units of each re-
presentative feeder. Fig. 17c) shows the loss estimation using the deep
learning loss model for the large-scale LV distribution area (solid line);
the dashed line shows the losses obtained by an unbalanced power flow.
Finally, Fig. 17d) shows the accuracy of the model over the day, which
results in an average value of 88%, outperforming the results obtained
in [23,21].
Fig. 18 shows the power loss estimation for the unbalanced large
area by applying the deep learning model proposed in this paper for a
period of four weeks (solid line), and the exact power losses obtained
with the unbalanced power flow solution (dashed line); note that the
power flow requires the exact network topology and customer/gen-
eration data. Furthermore, note that the overall accuracy of the deep
learning model over a four-week period is 87% compared with the
exact power flow solution. Moreover, the computational speed of the
deep learning model is approximately 10 times lower than that of the
traditional approach (power flow); for this case study, the power flow
requires 1 h and the DNN 7 min.
4.7. Comparative results
As mentioned in the introduction to this paper, few methodologies
have been proposed in literature to evaluate the power losses in LV
large-scale smart grids, considering both unbalanced operation and DG.
In this section, two different network situations are considered:
(a) Balanced network
To provide a comparative result, the proposed deep learning loss
model using out-of-the-box demand and generation data is compared
with the loss estimation method proposed by [54]. Note that the
method in [54] cannot be applied to unbalanced networks; hence the
LV distribution area under study (Table 4) has been modified to re-
present a fully balanced three-phase network where single-phase cus-
tomers are uniformly distributed among three different phases, which
means zero unbalance.
Fig. 18 shows the comparison of loss estimation for large LV dis-
tribution areas (balanced network situation) using the proposed deep
learning loss model (solid line), the real losses using determinist ba-
lanced power flow (dark dashed line), and the loss estimation method
proposed by [54] (red line). The upper plot indicates that the deep
learning method outperforms the results of [54], which, due to the lack
of an accurate consideration of DG generation, provides negative values
of power losses at certain times of the week. The lower plot of the same
figure shows the APE results of both methods compared with the exact
power flow results. The deep learning method can be observed to
provide minimal error values, demonstrating its superior accuracy.
(b) Unbalanced network
In this second situation, single-phase customers are unevenly dis-
tributed among the different phases producing an average power un-
balance of 13.8% among the different phases. The proposed deep
learning loss model, considering phase unbalance, is compared with the
unbalanced power flow to quantify power losses in the large scale LV
unbalanced area. Fig. 19 shows the real network losses provided by the
unbalanced power flow [46] in dashed lines and the aggregated
Table 6
Synthetic demand and generation APs formulas. …(1, , ) is the index for
demand and generation scenarios (which is a daily AP) and is the total
number of daily APs of each type synthetically generated.
Demand APs
Winter WD D1: = ±+ + +p t µ( )d r
wi wd
pd r
wi wd t pd r
wi wd t,
( )
, ( ) , ( )
NWD D2: = ±+ + +p t µ( )d r
wi nwd
pd r
wi nwd t pd r
wi nwd t,
( )
, ( ) , ( )
Summer WD D3: = ±+ + +p t µ( )d r
su wd
pd r
su wd t pd r
wi wd t,
( )
, ( ) , ( )
NWD D4 : = ±+ + +p t µ( )d r
su nwd
pd r
su nwd t pd r
su nwd t,
( )
, ( ) , ( )
Generation APs
Winter G1: = ±p t µ( )g r
wi
pg r
wi t pg r
wi t,
( )
, ( ) , ( )
Summer G2: = ±p t µ( )g r
wi
pg r
su t pg r
si t,
( )
, ( ) , ( )
Fig. 14. Combination of demand APs and generation APs for one representative
feeder.
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network losses provided by the proposed DNN loss model in a solid dark
line. Fig. 19.b indicates that the absolute percentage error is below
0.1% for the 99% of the period analysed.
5. Conclusion
This article presents a generic deep learning loss model to estimate
the technical losses in large-scale LV smart grid with DG penetration
and unbalanced operation. The proposed loss model is based on a Deep
Neural Network that has been specifically formulated as a power loss
estimator for large-scale LV distribution areas considering the LV dis-
tribution network’s variability, such as: load unbalance, power varia-
bility from distributed generation and uncertainty in smart meters
measurements. Due to the great diversity in network characteristics,
customer demand, and DG generation, some previous stages have been
considered. First, to train the DNN loss model, a set of demand-gen-
eration scenarios has been synthetically created for the representative
feeders, and their corresponding power losses have been calculated
using unbalanced power flow. The model has been trained using the
-Fold procedure, simultaneously obtaining the optimal combination
Fig. 15. Training data for the deep learning losses model.
Table 7
Hyper-parameter combinations with the highest accuracy for each split.
Accuracy Fold Architecture …n n( : : )h1 Dropout Learning rate Weight initialisation (w w,i jmin i jmax, , ) Batch size
0.9365 1 (8:6:4:1) 0.24 1e−2 (0.06,0.75) 240
0.9271 2 (8:6:4:1) 0.32 1e−3 (0.27,0.52) 240
0.9205 3 (8:4:8:1) 0.41 1e−2 (0.35,0.60) 240
0.9200 4 (8:12:12:1) 0.38 1e−4 (0.02,0.72) 48
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of the model’s hyper-parameters. The trained and validated model is
subsequently fed with the demand and generation data from the me-
tering infrastructures of the representative feeders, scaled up to the
number of feeders belonging to the same feeder cluster. The deep
learning loss model has been implemented in an existing LV large-scale
distribution area, demonstrating a good performance as a power loss
estimator compared with the traditional approach based on determi-
nistic power flow solutions. The obtained results indicate that applying
the proposed deep-learning loss model to large-scale LV distribution
areas enables DSOs to efficiently quantify technical losses in large areas
for management of network losses and to identify network areas where
the reduction of power losses must be performed. Furthermore, it can
be used as a planning tool to minimise losses in large-scale LV
Fig. 16. Final architecture of the DNN model.
Fig. 17. Active power loss estimation results on one daily basis.
Fig. 18. Comparison of active power loss between the proposed method and the
method proposed in [54] under balanced situations (7–13 October, 2019).
Fig. 19. Comparison of active power losses between the proposed method and
the unbalanced power flow (7–13 October, 2019).
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distribution areas under uncertain conditions. This paper has demon-
strated that the presented deep-learning loss model offers remarkable
robustness under uncertainty of input data, making having detailed
information about the network topology or accurate load and genera-
tion power measurements unnecessary. The robustness of the proposed
model for loss estimation in large LV distribution areas with DG pe-
netration and unbalanced operation enables this method to be applied
in real-time applications.
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